Revising/Editing tips
Stop! Before you turn that essay in, have you
revised and edited it? I'm not talking about
just checking for grammar mistakes. Did you
really LOOK at it?

If you're lost and don't know where to start, don't worry. I've been there
before. So sit down, relax, take out a sheet of paper and pen, brew up a hot
cup of coffee (or tea, if you're that kind of person), and enjoy. I'll make this
as interesting and engaging as I possibly can. :-)

1. What I believe tends to happen with
writing is that we think whatever we
come up with is the most amazing thing
ever. We praise it because we came up
with it. When typing papers, thoughts
like "Wow, this is gonna blow my
professor away." or "Wait 'till my
professor reads this. I'm gonna get an A
for sure." pop in your head. Hold on. Take
a step back. Finish writing your paper,
then leave it alone for a day. Don't touch
it,. Don't look at it. don't even think
about it. Pretend you don't even have a
paper due in less than three days. Haha.
After that day is over, reread your paper
with new, fresh eyes. Ok that sounded
really weird, but do you get what I
mean? That 24 hour break is exactly
what you needed to read your paper
properly. You can catch the
mistakes/awkward wording you didn't
find before. You might also have new
ideas/topics you want to include in your
paper. Write your paper, set it down for
a day, and then get back to it.

2. This might sound really weird,
but it works. Reading your essay
in your head isn't the same as
listening to it out loud. If you're
shy about your voice, try using
google translate. Copy paste your
whole essay into it, and press the
listen button. You'll be able to
find mistakes and hear the "Flow"
of your essay better.

3. Be honest. How would you normally
4. Remember that writing is a PROCESS.
edit your essays? Check for a couple
Even the best writers struggle.
grammar mistakes, change a word here "Without struggle, there is no progress."
and there, maybe add a word there, and If you're looking at your first draft, and
then call it a day? That's not the way to thinking "Wow, this is really crappy."
go. Instead of editing your essay by
Don't worry. First drafts are supposed to
focusing on individual words/word
be crappy. Nobody has time to make a
choice, try focusing on your overall
perfect first draft. That just doesn't
essay as a whole. Look for patterns,
happen. Think of your crappy draft as
structure, a main framework that your
room for improvement. As you write
essay follows and go with that. If you
your second, third, fourth, and so on
can't find that main framework
drafts, you'll get better and better.
or structure, now would be a good time
5. Find an outside person to read your
to implement one. It's common for you to
paper. Get his/her feedback. If you read
think that your essay has to follow a
and listened to your essay out loud
certain thesis statement and all your
and are still convinced that your
paragraphs have to go back to that
paper is the best thing that's ever
thesis statement, The "five paragraph
been placed on planet earth and that
trap." Three paragraphs, each describing
nothing is wrong with it, then wake
something going back to your
up and smell the reality. Just kidding.
thesis. We've been taught that for years
But seriously, you gotta find an
in high school. But that actually
outside person, whether it's a friend,
limits/restricts your ideas. College
peer, teacher, or tutor to read your
papers aren't like high school papers.
essay and listen to their feedback.
You're going to write a lot more and
three-point paragraphs aren't going to
cut it.

With these five tips, I hope to bestow upon you the magical gift of
that A+ on your next paper. If you don't get an A+, what do you want
me to do? This article was free. Remember, it's okay to be lost when
writing. Just take a deep breath and tackle your essay little by
little. The worst thing you can do with your paper is procrastinate,
because if you do, a lot of these tips won't be of any use to you. Start
early, finish early.
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